Mobility Interface ‘C’ Fitting Instructions

⚠️ The positioning of the interface on the base must be carried out by a technically competent person who is knowledgeable in the setup of the wheel base and the Leckey product. We recommend a stability safety check is carried out to ensure the combined seat and wheelbase meet the requirements of ISO 7176 Part 1. Mount the interface centrally on the wheel base to ensure the product is stable when in use.

The Mobility Interface will fit a Size 14” & 15” width, 15” depth Chassis.
To check the width of your chassis, measure across the seated area from outside to outside of both tubes.

Before locating the Mobility Interface onto your Chassis Frame, please ensure you have all the parts below.

- Interface Frame: 1 off
- M5 Screws: 8 off
- M5 washers: 6 off

Prior to attaching the Mobility Interface onto the Chassis Frame, remove the 4 screws either side of the seat canvas. (Figure 1)

Using the screws and washers provided. Bolt the Interface to the chassis using the threaded holes left by the previously removed screws. Use the innermost set of holes for the Blade Chassis. Instead of a washer, secure the free end of both lanyards under the head of the third screw either side of the interface. (Figure 2)

In order to remove the interface for folding, remove the 2 lanyards and slide the centre section of the interface forward approx 15mm, then lift it upwards. Fitting is the reverse of removal. (Figure 3)